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About Wolters Kluwer



Wolters Kluwer is a global provider of professional information, software solutions, and services for clinicians, nurses, accountants, lawyers, and tax, finance, audit, risk, compliance, and regulatory sectors.
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Health

Trusted clinical technology and evidence-based solutions that drive effective decision-making and outcomes across healthcare. Specialized in clinical effectiveness, learning, research and safety.

Health Overview







Solutions

	UpToDateIndustry-leading clinical decision support
	OvidThe world’s most trusted medical research platform
	UpToDate LexidrugEvidence-based drug referential solutions
	Sentri7 Clinical SurveillanceTargeting infection prevention, pharmacy and sepsis management


View All Solutions






Challenges

	Optimizing Clinical Workflows
	Improving Patient Safety
	Leveraging Clinical Decision Support
	Reducing Clinical Variation


View All Challenges






Expert Insights

	Cooper University Hospital of New Jersey achieves USP compliance success with Simplifi+
	Telehealth in care deserts: Helping to overcome barriers created by location, costs, or social stigma
	Empowering healthcare professionals with trusted and unified clinical decision support solutions
	Unifying the care continuum with market-leading solutions


View All Expert Insights
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Tax & Accounting

Enabling tax and accounting professionals and businesses of all sizes drive productivity, navigate change, and deliver better outcomes. With workflows optimized by technology and guided by deep domain expertise, we help organizations grow, manage, and protect their businesses and their client’s businesses.

Tax & Accounting Overview







Solutions

	Tax & Accounting U.S. HubCentral hub for all U.S. solutions
	CCH Axcess™ SuiteCloud-based tax preparation and compliance, workflow management and audit solution
	CCH® ProSystem fx®Integrated tax, accounting and audit, and workflow software tools
	TaxWise®Tax Preparation Software for Tax Preparers


View All Solutions






Trending Topics

	2024 Accounting Industry Survey Report
	Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Tax and Accounting
	Beneficial Ownership Information
	Corporate Transparency Act 








Expert Insights

	5 ways to proactively prepare tax processes for Global Tax Reform in 2024  
	The ultimate BEPS Pillar Two software checklist
	Simple, low cost, efficiency Plug-in – CCH® ProSystem fx® PDFlyer
	Audit’s digital revolution: how technology is reshaping the industry
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ESG

Offering comprehensive tools and expert guidance to companies to help meet regulatory requirements to support sustainability efforts and manage ESG risks efficiently.

ESG Overview







Solutions

	CCH TagetikUnified performance management software
	OneSumXDiscover our solution for ESG climate risk and regulatory requirements 
	TeamMateSolutions for auditors
	EnablonSoftware solutions for risk & compliance, engineering & operations, and EHSQ & sustainability


View All Solutions






Expert Insights

	SASB Standards for the oil and gas exploration and production industry
	5 new pillars of financial planning for enterprises in 2024
	How to optimize your corporate ownership structure management
	A quick guide to leading ESG Reporting requirements and frameworks
	The ABCs of ESG and the impact of internal audit
	5 Ways ESG and EHS will evolve together in 2024
	ESG Trends 2024
	Common ground for reporting Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions


View All Expert Insights
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Finance

Our solutions for regulated financial departments and institutions help customers meet their obligations to external regulators. We specialize in unifying and optimizing processes to deliver a real-time and accurate view of your financial position.

Finance Overview







Solutions

	CCH TagetikUnified performance management software
	OneSumX for Finance, Risk and Regulatory ReportingIntegrated regulatory compliance and reporting solution suite 
	Lien SolutionsMarket leader in UCC filing, searches, and management
	eOriginaleOriginal securely digitizes the lending process from the close to the secondary market


View All Solutions






Expert Insights

	Unlocking the power of granular data reporting for financial institutions
	5 ways to proactively prepare tax processes for Global Tax Reform in 2024  
	The ultimate BEPS Pillar Two software checklist
	5 new pillars of financial planning for enterprises in 2024
	How to optimize your corporate ownership structure management
	Customers name CCH Tagetik a global Leader in BARC’s The Financial Consolidation Survey 24
	Strengthening your bank's future with ALM and IRRBB in the APAC region
	A quick guide to leading ESG Reporting requirements and frameworks


View All Expert Insights
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Compliance

Enabling organizations to ensure adherence with ever-changing regulatory obligations, manage risk, increase efficiency, and produce better business outcomes.

Compliance Overview







Solutions

	OneSumX for Finance, Risk and Regulatory ReportingIntegrated regulatory compliance and reporting solution suite
	BizFilings Incorporation services for entrepreneurs
	EnablonSoftware solutions for risk & compliance, engineering & operations, and EHSQ & sustainability
	CT CorporationRegistered agent & business license solutions


View All Solutions






Trending Topics

	Beneficial Ownership Information
	Corporate Transparency Act 
	Economic and interest rate forecasts
	Future Ready Lawyer








Expert Insights

	Unlocking the power of granular data reporting for financial institutions
	Future of digital lending three pillars
	Economic uncertainty: How internal audit can adapt to the shifting risk landscape
	Effective internal auditor management: Leading your people


View All Expert Insights
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Legal

Serving legal professionals in law firms, General Counsel offices and corporate legal departments with data-driven decision-making tools. We streamline legal and regulatory research, analysis, and workflows to drive value to organizations, ensuring more transparent, just and safe societies.

Legal Overview







Solutions

	Kluwer ArbitrationOnline resource for international arbitration research
	Enterprise Legal ManagementLegal spend and matter management, AI legal bill review, and analytics solutions
	LegiswayAll-in-one legal management software for legal departments
	VitalLaw®Legal research database for attorneys


View All Solutions






Trending Topics

	Beneficial Ownership Information
	Corporate Transparency Act 
	Economic and interest rate forecasts
	Future Ready Lawyer








Expert Insights

	IDC Analyst Brief - GenAI is coming, but AI is already helping legal departments transform now
	What is a federal tax ID number?
	The Six Key Stages of Contract Lifecycle Management  
	How does an LLC help with personal asset protection?


View All Expert Insights
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TAX SOFTWARE
CCH® Trust US™ Fiduciary Tax Software
Fiduciary Tax Software and Fiduciary Tax Compliance Services for

Trust and Wealth Management
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Tax Software

Improve staff engagement and client satisfaction while streamlining productivity with a digital tax workflow that integrates advanced technologies, intelligent diagnostics, and practical review tools.





Tax Software

	
Professional Tax Software

	
Tax Preparer Software

	
Corporate Tax Software

	
Small Firm Software

	
Tax Research






Professional Tax Software

	
CCH Axcess Tax

	
CCH ProSystem fx Tax

	
Xpitax Tax Outsourcing

	
ATX






Tax Preparer Software

	
TaxWise 

	
Service Bureau Solutions

	
Refund Transfer Products 






Corporate Tax Software

	
CCH Axcess Tax

	
CCH ProSystem fx Tax

	
CCH SureTax
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Firm Management

Support increased productivity, firm growth, and staff engagement by streamlining areas such as staffing, document management, time and billing, reporting, marketing, workflow, and project tracking.





Firm Management

	
Practice Management

	
Workflow Software

	
Client Experience

	
Document Management

	
Outsourcing Services






Practice Management

	
CCH Axcess Practice

	
CCH ProSystem fx Practice Management






Workflow Software

	
CCH Axcess Workflow

	
CCH Axcess Workstream






Client Experience
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Xpitax Tax Outsourcing
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Audit & Accounting

Improve audit quality, improve revenue, and create a collaborative client experience with a scalable end-to-end audit workflow that emphasizes professional judgment and supports the data-driven audit.





Audit and Accounting

	
Audit Software

	
Methodology & Guidance

	
Engagement Solutions






Audit Software

	
Trial Balance and Working Papers

	
Integrated Audit Approach

	
Audit Analytics

	
Confirmations






Methodology & Guidance

	
CCH Axcess Knowledge Coach

	
CCH Axcess Knowledge Coach PCR

	
CCH ProSystem fx Knowledge Coach

	
CCH Accounting Research Manager






Engagement Solutions

	
CCH Axcess Engagement Pro

	
CCH Axcess Engagement Essentials

	
CCH ProSystem fx Engagement
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Research & Learning

Remain compliant, mitigate risks, and improve revenue by providing staff with the research and staff development tools they need to access the most accurate and up-to-date information available.





Research and Learning

	
Tax & Accounting Research
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CCH AnswerConnect
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CCH Publications
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Support

Learn about updates and feature releases, find login links, and access support for solutions, including CCH Axcess, CCH ProSystems fx, CCH AnswerConnect, ATX, Taxwise, and more.

Learn More 
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Training & Consulting Services
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Shop

Get access to a range of software, online and print publications, and professional training courses that help tax, accounting, and municipal law experts develop their knowledge and stay up-to-date.

Learn More 




Software

	
CCH Axcess Add Ons

	
CCH AnswerConnect

	
TaxWise

	
ATX

	
CCH iFirm






Learning and Training

	
Research Packages

	
Webinars

	
Self Study

	
CPE Courses

	
Product Training






Publications

	
Print Books

	
Online Books

	
U.S. Master Tax Guide

	
Income Tax Regulations

	
Internal Revenue Code
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Get the Flexibility You Need, with the Rigid Security You Demand
CCH Trust US is a comprehensive, easy-to-use trust tax software designed specifically to meet the fiduciary reporting and trust tax return preparation and filing requirements of bank trust departments, accounting and law firms, and other wealth management organizations.


CCH Trust US automates and integrates the entire process, from importing and verification of data from your trust accounting system and quick and easy editing and reporting options to seamless preparation and electronic filing of completed tax returns. With over 85,000 returns prepared annually, CCH Trust US helps you manage the fiduciary trust tax preparation process with unparalleled flexibility and customization. 









Existing Customers

CCH Trust US Customer Support
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Fiduciary Tax Software
CCH Trust US is the software for your in-house fiduciary tax preparation team. We know how important it is to support your team with a solution that improves efficiency while providing a full range of fiduciary forms covering both federal and state requirements. We are dedicated to improving the Trust & Wealth Management community and becoming an integral resource for Bank & Trust professionals tasked with fiduciary tax preparation.





 








 


Compliance Services
Our expert team of tax preparation professionals support some of the largest banks and tax preparation organizations in the country. If you are looking for a partner to take on your fiduciary tax preparation, you can rest assured that with us, your fiduciary reporting needs are in the right hands so you can focus on delivering value to your clients with peace of mind amidst an ever-changing tax reporting landscape.





 




















	




CCH Trust US Software
 








	




Professional Services
 















Our web-based software solution is easy to use and navigate. It provides a depth of detail and reporting capabilities to help you review your client's data and create and file tax returns quickly and easily. Used to file over 85,000 returns annually, CCH Trust US gives you the speed and accuracy you need, combined with the ability to provide personal attention to a single document for any customer.


	Easy-to-navigate screens including split-screen views, customizable grids and displays, and batch processing options

	Our unique "Check-Out" feature allows you to edit and process any individual return

	Our batch processing menus allow you to efficiently process, update, and file large numbers of returns at a single time

	Our custom reports can be run on any field and be designed, implemented, and shared with a few key strokes — and every one of them can be exported to Microsoft® Excel®


And our expert client services team is here to help answer your questions at every step of tax season from importing your data to return creation to electronic filing.
In addition, we offer robust import functionality that allows you to supplement your trust accounting data whenever you need to.

 




 





Are you currently preparing tax returns in-house? Let our team of experienced professionals prepare and file your tax returns, including 1099s. Our years of experience with many large banks and national tax preparers provide the background and expertise your clients need to get complete, correct, and timely tax reporting.


Are you already using another third party to prepare and file your returns? Talk to some of our current customers and they will tell you about the ease of working with the Wolters Kluwer team. We know that every one of our clients is unique and we will consult with you directly to design a process and scope that meets your needs.


We will work with you to review the data and provide guidance on the tax treatment of certain types of transactions, applying required factors and will work together to create a delivery schedule that meets both your needs and those of your customers. We can even mail the returns from our secure fulfillment facility in Kennesaw, Georgia.
In addition, the Fiduciary Tax Compliance Services team will:

	
Provide education about reporting trends and changing regulation 
	Suggest updates on how transactions are posted on your source system

	Review data gaps and identify potential areas of risk, including missing cost basis or wash sales

	Help you clean up beneficiary records and other account data

	Complete all electronic filing requirements

	Run custom reports


 




 











CCH Trust US™ Features
 






	





Get a Better Return On Your Trust Tax Return Software Investment
 













Your own in—house tax system with web-based tools eliminates the need to invest in expensive servers and IT maintenance. CCH Trust US automates and integrates the entire process, from importing and verification of your trust accounting data and updating investment information to seamless preparation and electronic filing of completed tax returns.

And CCH Trust US handles every type of return, including:


	1041

	1041A

	1099

	990

	990T

	5227

	Cemetery Returns

	Grantor Returns


Best of all, the CCH Trust US system provides unparalleled flexibility and customization so you can tailor the process to your specific needs every step of the way.
 








	





Expert Service — We Understand the Needs of Your Trust Tax Department
 













Our knowledgeable team of dedicated professionals is available to help you navigate CCH Trust US and maximize the capabilities of CCH Trust US for your organization.


Service You Expect

While you are completing 1099s and returns during tax season or preparing quarterly estimate payments, our team of experienced professionals can help you resolve questions that may arise. Whether related to specific software functionality or form completion and tax compliance, we can draw on our years of experience in the industry to deliver you the answer.

Training and Support

Prior to tax season, we will assist you with the installation of the product, and ensure it is operating effectively in your environment. We will work directly with you and your trust accounting vendor to understand any user-defined fields or custom applications within the data to solidify information maps correctly. We will customize training to suit your needs, whether it is with online webinars or onsite classroom-style training. Our training experts will walk you and your staff through the basics of getting started, navigating the forms, and working with all aspects of the CCH Trust US system.

Answers and Assistance

We want to help you get the most out of CCH Trust US — we will work with you and your team to assure they are getting the most out of the features and functionality of CCH Trust US including custom reports, batch edits, and form defaults.

 








	





Data Management — Integration and Security Throughout the Process
 













CCH Trust US automates and integrates the entire data transfer and data management process.


Safe and Secure

The security, availability, and integrity of your data are important to us. We've employed a SOC Type 1 certified environment, combining hardware and software encryption techniques, advanced firewalls and end-to-end 24/7 system monitoring to protect your sensitive data throughout the entire life cycle. In addition, the security of our transmissions facility is audited annually by third-party security experts approved by the federal government.

Under Your Control

As a CCH Trust US user, you have the flexibility and authority to decide which members of your organization have access to specific data. Data accessibility is totally within your control. Sophisticated system redundancies, in conjunction with backup and archival technologies, protect your data from risks such as power outages or system failure.

Diagnostic Tools

Intuitive diagnostics quickly identify potential problems such as file validity and format issues. Report tools built into CCH Trust US can also quickly identify any issues with account information or transactions to be addressed immediately. Our sophisticated diagnostics process also verifies that the data is complete and fulfills all tax compliance requirements. You receive detailed and understandable reports when there are exceptions or problems in the data. CCH Trust US will produce reports to alert you to potential wash sales and identify specific assets for which income factoring data has been applied or is not yet available.

CCH Trust US can create a file to export your K-1s directly to CCH® ProSystem® fx for 1040 production.

 








	





Customized Solutions — Tailored to Meet Your and Your Clients’ Needs
 













CCH Trust US provides custom reporting and flexible display options to adapt the process to meet your needs every step of the way.


CCH Trust US Works the Way You Work

At CCH Trust US, we understand that you have unique needs, so we always treat you individually. From importing and mapping trust accounting data to the printed version of the client's return, you have a wide variety of customizable options:

	Select additional diagnostic checks based on the type and level of review required after data import

	Create your own specific list of program tasks to prepare data for import into the tax return

	Set program permissions and grant rights with our custom role-based security

	Designate whether you will e-file a federal or state return or set up electronic payments

	Adjust settings to the Master Firm level or the bank or account level



You need a system that provides seamless and fully automated tax return preparation and e-filing. And you need a system that produces all of the custom documentation and communication that you must provide to clients, beneficiaries, and taxing agencies, from letters to K-1s to returns, estimates, and payments. CCH Trust US can store your custom mapping requirements to provide accommodation detail and classification of transactions to ensure that your clients have complete information.

Diagnostic Tools

Intuitive diagnostics quickly identify potential problems such as file validity and format issues. Reporting tools built into CCH Trust US can also quickly identify any issues with account information or transactions that need prompt attention.
Our easy-to-use custom reporting feature allows you to create reports as needed on any field with CCH Trust US. You can save the reports, share the templates with your colleagues, or export the results to Microsoft® Excel® to update your clients.

Improve Your Productivity

Trust US does not require a complex set of steps to produce a return. Using our account management tools, CCH Trust US automates this process. You make your selections from simple entry screens enhanced with drop-down lists and checkboxes to speed workflow. Utilizing flexible data review options, you can easily examine previously defined groups of accounts or an individual account. And if you find a transaction code that needs to be updated, you can apply global changes without reimporting the data. Changes seamlessly flow across all accounts, eliminating tedious and time-consuming manual edits.

 








	





Tax Compliance — Returns, Estimates and Payments ... Complete and Accurate
 













With almost 100 years of experience, CCH Trust US continues the Wolters Kluwer legacy of being the global leader in tax software.


CCH Trust US utilizes tested and proven tax compliance software that has been used by thousands of tax professionals to prepare millions of tax returns over the years. CCH Trust US is a comprehensive, easy-to-use tax compliance system for bank trust departments and other wealth management organizations that prepare and electronically file trust tax returns. You'll rest easy knowing that the trust tax returns, estimates, and payments you prepare are complete, accurate, and efficient.


Your Own In-house Tax System

Using our proven tools is like having your own tax system in house without the need for a large upfront investment. CCH Trust US automates and integrates the entire process, from importing and verifying your trust accounting data and updating investment information to seamless preparation and electronic filing of completed tax returns.
Navigation is complimented with one-click access to supporting forms, schedules, or worksheets and sophisticated diagnostics quickly identify potential errors.

 Additional tools such as our innovative K-1 input sheet and seamless flow of data to the largest forms library in the industry — with thousands of federal and state fiduciary forms, including 1041, 1041A, 1042S, 1099, 990, and 5227 — enhance your productivity.


Easy Returns

Returns can easily be filed electronically or printed for paper filing. Not surprisingly, Wolters Kluwer is a leader in electronic tax filing, with over 15 million returns e-filed last year. To further simplify your job, you can also submit federal fiduciary tax payments through the IRS Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS) and payments to selected states.

 


























Request a Consultation
Complete the form to hear from a Solutions Consultant.
Submit Request

 





 


Learn More
From reviewing and scrubbing data, to preparing and filing estimates and other returns, the Wolters Kluwer team brings experience to the table that can benefit you and your clients' objectives. Download our brochure to see if CCH Trust US is right for you.

Download Brochure
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ESG

March 19, 2024



SASB Standards for the oil and gas exploration and production industry

Learn about some of the metrics expected by SASB for the Oil & Gas Exploration & Production industry for greenhouse gases, air, water, and biodiversity impacts.



Learn More












	











Article





Compliance

Finance

March 19, 2024



Unlocking the power of granular data reporting for financial institutions

Achieve regulatory compliance with precision: Explore how granular data reporting enhances oversight and reduces the reporting burden for financial institutions in our detailed guide.



Learn More












	











Article





Finance

Tax & Accounting

March 19, 2024



5 ways to proactively prepare tax processes for Global Tax Reform in 2024  

2024 will be a year of global tax reform as jurisdictions start implementing BEPS Pillar Two requirements. Here’s what you need to do to prepare.




Learn More












	











Article





Health

March 19, 2024



Cooper University Hospital of New Jersey achieves USP compliance success with Simplifi+

Simplifi+ Pharmacy Compliance solutions from Wolters Kluwer have been a "game changer" for Cooper University Hospital in Camden, New Jersey.



Learn More
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